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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Pesachim 104a) quotes R' Yehoshua ben Levi who 
holds that one who says Havdalah must recite separations based 
on those distinctions in the Torah where the word vkscv is used. 
Rava said a Nusach of Havdalah that distinguished between asue 
and kuj, between rut and lauj, and between ktrah to other 
nations, using only three out of a possible seven ,ukscv, leaving 
out distinguishing between tny and ruvy, oh and vcrj, upper ohn 
vs. lower ohn and a vkscv between and among ohbvf, ohhuk and 
ohktrah. The Gemara (Shevuos 18b) quotes R' Chiya bar Abba 
who says that if one makes Havdalah over wine on Motzai 
Shabbos, he will merit male offspring, as derived from the Posuk 
which asks us first to distinguish kujv ihcu asuev ihc (e.g. 
Shabbos), and then ruvyv ihcu tnyv ihc. The latter distinction of 
ruvyv ihcu tnyv ihc is repeated at the end of Parshas Shemini, 
immediately preceding rfz vskhu ghrz, hf vat, and the Gemara 
intends that the similar phrasing extends the reward of male 
offspring to those who make both (or either) ,ukscv. If a 
distinction between tny and ruvy is thus directly linked to 
making  Havdalah on Motzai Shabbos,  why does Rava (and why 
do we) not include it ? The Divrei Yoel notes Rashi's explanation 
near the end of Shemini on the words: ruvyv ihcu tnyv ihc, where 
there was apparently no need for the Torah to repeat that one 
must distinguish between a pure and impure animal, whose signs 
are explicitly stated, so instead, these words refer to the subtle 
distinction between an invalid vyhja where the windpipe is only 
halfway severed, and a valid vyhja where most of the windpipe is 
severed (a”g). As such, since the concept of Havdalah on Motzai 
Shabbos requires ,gs (in ibuj v,t) and the ability to discern clear 
and obvious distinctions, it cannot include ruvyv ihcu tnyv ihc 
whose differences are defined as so minutely subtle.               

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If a Jew who k”jr does not keep the mitzvos wishes to borrow 
money from a Jew who does, may the lender condition the loan 
on the borrower keeping Shabbos ? or is that Ribis ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Is there an issue where a Chasan & Kallah have the same first name ? )  
The Sdei Chemed (vkfu i,j 5) brings opinions that suggest this 
may have also been proscribed by R’ Yehuda HaChasid, and 
recommend changing or adding a name to one of them, mostly 
because of Ayin HoRa. The Darkei Teshuva (116:54) cites a 
position however, which says that where a man shares a first 
name with his mother-in-law or daughter-in-law, this does not go 
against the instructions of R’ Yehuda HaChasid, and is permitted.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
One may rent a house or apartment to a non-observant Jew, even 
knowing that he will transgress Shabbos in that residence. One 
may lend him money, knowing he will spend that money on 
Shabbos. However, one may not rent him a truck or taxi (where 
the ownership is known) nor arrange a Shidduch for him, whether 
with an observant or a non-observant Jew. (Be’er Moshe 5:95-97) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Makos 5b) derives the rule of: ihsv in ihrhvzn iht 
(we may not establish an ruxht through a Kal V'Chomer) from the 
Torah's description of a sister. The Posuk which states that one 
may not marry one's sister describes her as a half-sister - either 
from the same father or the same mother. The Posuk repeats the 
word l,ujt at the end to include a full sister. Why is this word 
needed ? Wouldn't a full sister surely be forbidden ? It must be 
that we are not permitted to derive prohibitions from our own 
logic. Rashi quotes the Toras Kohanim which explains that since 
the Torah lists forbidden animals such as the camel, rabbit and 
pig, all of whom have one inhx (sign of purity) but not the other, 
we may derive that other animals which have no inhx at all are 
certainly forbidden, from a Kal V'Chomer. The Ramban questions 
this in light of ihsv in ihrhvzn iht and therefore concludes that 
other animals are forbidden not via a Kal V'Chomer but rather 
simply because the Torah states that lack of either inhx renders an 
animal impure. Couldn't that apply to a sister as well, where a 
sister that shared either parent is a prohibited sister ? Acharonim 
disagree over whether the lack of ohbnhx in an animal is just a sign 
to help us know which ones are unclean, or is it actually the 
reason that such animals are forbidden. The Gemara (Bava Basra 
16a) states that Iyov attempted to excuse human sin, saying that 
all is Divinely arranged, comparing it to Hashem’s creation of an 
ox with split hooves and a donkey with closed hooves, which 
renders one pure and the other impure. The Tzafnas Paneach uses 
this comparison to prove that ohbnhx are not simply signs of purity 
but are actual reasons for an animal’s designation. As such, the 
Maharal (Gur Aryeh) suggests that wherever such a reason 
manifests, it would apply, regardless of any other circumstances, 
rendering impure any animal that does not possess both ohbnhx. 
However, with regard to a sister, the Torah does not give a reason 
for the prohibition, but merely states the rule. As such, without 
the repeat of l,ujt, we could not derive more than the rule states, 
which might have prohibited only a half-sister, but not a full one.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
The father of R’ Nisan Alpert had written a Sefer, and in his final days, 
he wanted to see it published while he was still alive. He asked his son 
to work on its publication, and R’ Nisan arranged with a kindly publisher 
who agreed to push aside his other work to get the Sefer published as 
soon as possible. However, when R’ Nisan looked at the manuscript, he 
saw that although the content was flawless, it had no Mar’eh Mekomos 
(index) to identify the sources for every Posuk, Midrash or Gemara. R’ 
Nisan estimated that to research and compile such an index would take 
him weeks, if not months, time that he was afraid his father did not 
have. When he came to Mesivta Tiferes Yerushalayim to daven Mincha, 
R’ Moshe Feinstein ZTL saw the worry on R’ Nisan’s face and asked him 
what was bothering him. When R’ Nisan explained the problem, R’ 
Moshe agreed that the mitzvah of Kibud Av required him to move 
expeditiously, and offered to help. R’ Nisan grabbed the manuscript and 
followed R’ Moshe home. Sitting together,  R’ Nisan would cite each 
Posuk, Midrash and Gemara, and R’ Moshe would tell him where each 
could be found. In the course of an hour, they finished the entire list, 
and R’ Nisan rushed the completed manuscript to the publisher.    
P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Sternberg family.  


